Technology Summer Camp Instructor

Digital Dragon, a Youth Tech Summer Camp Program, is hiring FULL-TIME SUMMER CAMP INSTRUCTORS who want to share their technology passions with kids!

Locations in Santa Monica, West Los Angeles, Downtown LA, and Calabasas.

Join our talented team, where we inspire children to not just consume tech but to love and explore the process of creating it. As technical skills are becoming increasingly important and tech entrepreneurs become rock stars, we offer a 21st century version of art, science, storytelling, and math where base level skills and concepts are enmeshed into the creation of digital technology.

CAMP INSTRUCTOR applicants should be familiar with one or more of the following:

- Robotics (such as LEGO Mindstorms EV3s, Lego WeDo, Vex, etc.)
- Roblox Studio, or Unity Game Engine
- Digital Film Production (iMovie, Premier, etc.)
- App Inventor 2 for Android
- MIT’s Scratch
- Minecraft (and JAVA modding)
- Electronics Tinkering/Maker Lab

We don’t expect any teacher to know all of these tools, however an affinity to learn and collaborate is crucial!

Successful camp instructors love working with kids, have a passion for passing on knowledge, are super organized, and have a great and encouraging attitude.

For more information regarding our company please visit digitaldragon.co

The position is available for individuals aged 18+

FULL TIME Approx. 30-45 hrs per week, starting at $400+/wk, depending on experience and hours ($400 is the base pay rate for a 30 hour week).

Required Skills:

- Tutoring, camp counselor, working with kids, or teaching experience
- Tech experience/passion